
WHERE WILL YOUR IMAGINATION TAKE YOU?
Young Writers invites you into a poetry universe, where your imagination is free to create a 

poem on any theme. What will you write about?

From cute poems about best friends and pets to those tackling more serious subjects such as 
bullying or the environment, Out Of This World offers you the chance to have your voices heard.

• Family & friends

• Animals

• Your favorite thing

• Space

• Under the sea

• Your idol

• Your hopes & dreams

• The seasons

Poetry Glossary
Alliteration - repeating the consonant 
sounds at the beginnings of words, e.g 
“She sells seashells on the seashore”

Imagery - using words to appeal to the 
reader’s senses (sight, sound, smell, etc.) to 
create mental pictures and cause emotion

Onomatopoeia - a word that sounds 
similar to the thing or action it refers to, 
such as “splash” or “hiss.”

Rhyming Couplet - two lines of poetry, 
one after the other, that rhyme and are of 
the same length and rhythm

Simile - comparing two things using “like,” 
“as,” or “than.” E.g. Her skin was as cold as 
a frozen lake.

Poetry Types
Acrostic - a form of poem in which the 
first letters of each line spell out a word, 
name, or phrase down the page.

Haiku - a short, unrhymed Japanese poetic 
form with three lines of five syllables, 
seven syllables, and five syllables.

Kenning - an old Norse poem style where 
you take two words to describe your 
subject. E.g. a baby could be described 
as a ‘diaper-wearer’ or a bird could be 
described as a ‘nest-maker’.

Ode - an old Greek poem style typically 
written to praise a person, event or thing 
(you could write an ode to your pet or 
favourite food!) and they are usually quite 
short in length.

It’s Easy To Take Part!
Download a worksheet OR write your 
poem on a sheet of paper OR type it.

Email your poem along with your 
name, age and full address to 
contests@youngwritersusa.com

CLOSING DATE: 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2021

Prize Information
Our favourite published writer wins a 
$50 Amazon e-gift card

• PLUS Every entrant receives a 
bookmark

• A certificate of merit for all young 
writers chosen for publication

FOR SCHOOLS

1ST PRIZE: A lovely trophy to display!

• PLUS every participating school 
receives a free copy of the book their 
students feature in!
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